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a b s t r a c t 

Influencers in a social network are members that have greater effect in the online social network (OSN) 

than the average member. In the specific social networks known as communities of practice, where the 

focus is an specific area of knowledge, influencers are key for the healthy working of the OSN. Approaches 

to influencer detection using graph analysis of the network can be mislead by the activity of users that 

are not contributing to the OSN purpose, bogus generators of documents with no relevant information. 

We propose the use of semantic analysis to filter out such kind of interactions, achieving a simplified 

graph representation that preserves the main features of the OSN, allowing the detection of true influ- 

encers. Such simplification reduces computational costs and removes bogus influencers. We demonstrate 

the approach applying fuzzy concept analysis (FCA) and latent Dirichlet analysis (LDA) to compute docu- 

ment similarity measures that allow to filter out irrelevant interactions. Experimental results on a com- 

munity of practice are reported. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

The advances in communications and web services has fostered

he creation of Online Social Networks (OSN) which allow people

o carry out remote social interactions regardless of geographical

nd even cultural distances, leading to the emergence of new so-

ial institutions [32,34,36,37] which, although, are based on exist-

ng ones, possesses specific characteristics [10] . For instance, many

ace-to-face social rituals [33] do not exist or have been adapted

o the virtual world [9] . Specifically, the communities of practice

24] that share knowledge about a specific activity have benefit-

ed from the new social media, Knowledge sharing [12] is per-

ormed through blogging or forum services, where users post their

uestions, responses, and proposals for cooperative project devel-

pment. 

In order to monitor the healthy operation of the OSN, system

dministrators resort to Social Network Analysis (SNA) techniques,

n order to gather valuable information about social network

tructure (experts or influencers [7] , sub groups, passive members,

tc.) based on relationships between social network members

ormalised as a graph representation of the OSN. With the huge
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ncrease in size of the OSN, SNA tasks pose strong problems for

eal time processing, which may be required in some extreme

ircumstances. Therefore, simplification approaches to the OSN

raph representation that preserve fundamental properties highly

esirable. For specific forms of OSN, such as the communities

f practice, the semantic analysis of the documents posted and

xchanged by the users offer a promising avenue for innovation

1,14,18,26] . Semantic analysis may allow to remove irrelevant user

nteractions, either because they are not related or they do not

ffer additional information, so that the OSN graph representation

s effectively simplified. 

We have implemented two different kinds of semantic anal-

sis: fuzzy concept analysis (FCA) and latent Dirichlet allocation

LDA) [2] . The ability to simplify the OSN graph of both meth-

ds tested proved over three different strategies to extract the OSN

raph representation from the documents posted in its forum. We

xamine the graph density reduction achieved by each approach.

he OSN analysis consists in the discovery of influences (aka key-

embers) applying the well known authority discovery algorithm

ADA) [11] . Carrying the ADA on the unfiltered and the semantic

ltered graphs we assess that the later do not degrade the key-

ember discovery. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the re-

ated work in the literature. Section 3 presents the mathemat-

cal formalisation of the graph construction, and the semantic

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.01.123
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analyses carried out. Section 4 describes the experimental setup

on a real world OSN, giving the computational results. Finally,

Section 5 presents our conclusions together with some ides for fu-

ture work. 

2. Related work 

There are different issues to research around OSN’s. For exam-

ple, communities detection [6] , moderation administration [8] , and,

relating to present work, key-members analysis. For OSNs it is very

important to help generate, store, and preserve knowledge result-

ing from member interaction. The success of a OSN depends on ap-

propriate administration tools [25] , and the activity of influencers

(aka leaders [3] , core members [25] , or key-members). Likewise,

the goal of every OSN members is to acquire specific knowledge

from the social network. 

There are many definitions of influencer, e.g. the most partic-

ipative members [25] , the members who answer other members

questions [15] , or the member who encourage others members to

participate [3] proposing projects or dissuasion topics. However,

none of these definitions take into consideration the content or the

meaning of these interactions carried out by means of documents

(posts/comments, reply, questions asked, reports created, etc.) that

can be analysed. An interaction is taking into account just because

user A replies a post from user B. Whether if A answer to the ques-

tion is satisfactory or not, it is not taken into account. Those ap-

proaches just consider equally each post in a sequence, even if the

post topic is irrelevant to the thread which contains it. 

Influencer detection is a very important administrator task, be-

cause these members keep the OSN alive. They share their expe-

riences, knowledge, create tutorials, develop videos on a subject

to help other non-experts members, etc. Often, administrators or

social network owners, may pay these experts to develop contents

for the OSN, since t these contents will increase the social network

impact, fostering high interaction between members, and helping

to capture new members. In small OSNs, where the quantity of

both members and posts can be checked manually, many times ad-

ministrators or owners know almost all members and their partici-

pation. Therefore, they all know who-is-who in the social network.

However, as the OSN becomes bigger, where thousands of mem-

bers publish thousands of posts daily, without specific computa-

tional tools, tracking the users activity becomes an unmanageable

task. 

Concept-Based Text Mining has been applied [26] to track the

evolution of the purpose of a Virtual Community as a measure

of community goal accomplishment, obtaining a set of scores that

show how relevant, relative to its stated purpose, is the content

generated by the community. This approach could be adapted into

a “users goal accomplishment score” for each post, presenting a

measure of the interaction between members which consider the

content of theirs replies. 

Using a graph representation of the social network, based on

the replies between members [29] analyse the role of the middle-

man members, aka brokers. These members are the link between

askers and repliers. The weight of an arc is a measure of member’s

interaction. They found the evolution through time of the brokers

and how valuable are they for the social network. However, they

do not consider the semantics of the information exchanged. 

Related to the analysis of Virtual Communities [5] performs a

statistical work to establish why a member keeps his knowledge-

sharing intention through time. They made a survey in which three

research streams related to the member’s intentions are measured.

They not only measure the trust between members, they also

prove that trust between members and network administration has

influence in the community too. This approach it is very important,

because a healthy community depends of the knowledge-sharing
ntention of the members, specially of the key-members. Further-

ore [4] does a similar work as the latter, with the aim to explain

hy members give or receive knowledge to/from other community

embers. Interpersonal trust and knowledge sharing self-efficacy

re viewed as the most relevant contributions in a community.

hese works emphasize that trust between members is important

o have a healthy community. Therefore, key-members play a rele-

ant work for social knowledge generation, motivating other mem-

ers to participate and frequently bringing up new key-members. 

On the other hand [30] follows a marketing analysis approach

o determinate the influence that Social Networks have in cus-

omer consuming decisions. They identified six categories of mem-

ers according his interest and participation in the social network,

emarking the core members who are the most frequent visitors

nd the ones who spend more time sharing his knowledge and

articipating in different threads. 

SNA [31] helps to understand relationships in a given commu-

ity analysing its graph representation. Users are seen as nodes

nd relations among users are seen as arcs. This way, several

echniques have been proposed to extract influencers or experts

embers [20] , classify users according his relevance within the

ocial network [22,38] , discovering and describing resulting sub-

ommunities [13] , among other applications. One limitation pure

NA, such as the authoritative node detection (ADA) [11] , based on

easured interaction only is that ignoring the content created by

sers could result in detecting as experts users that behave like

ooders, trolls or spammers, and worst, disregarding the real social

etwork experts. McCallum et al. [16,17] described how to deter-

ine roles and topics in a text-based social networks by building

uthor-Recipient-Topic (ART) and Role-Author-Recipient-Topic

RART) models. Furthermore, in Pathak et al. [21] , a community

ased topic-Model integrated social network analysis technique

Community-Author-Recipient-Topic model or CART) is proposed

o extract communities from a emails corpus based on the topics

overed by different members of the overall network. These ap-

roaches novelty is the use of data mining on text from the social

etwork to perform SNA to study Roles or Sub-groups extraction.

his is to our knowledge one of the best automated topics extrac-

ion approach to perform key-members detection and later used

o role discovery. However, it was applied only on e-mail networks

here there isn’t a clear purpose or goals to accomplish. 

. Graph construction and semantic analysis 

Our main research question in this paper is how to enhance

he discovery of influencers in the social network structure us-

ng semantic information. In an OSN supporting a community of

ractice, the most important interaction device is the forum tool,

here users post queries, projects, responses and any kind of con-

ribution (hopefully) related to the social network main purpose.

he construction of the graph representation of the OSN is based

n the forum interactions, so that nodes correspond to active users

nd arcs between nodes correspond to the interactions in the form

f replies to posted documents. Next subsection discusses alterna-

ive definitions of the baseline graph representation, taking into

onsideration post responses in different ways. The semantic anal-

sis of the posted documents is used to filter out responses that

r irrelevant or noisy. Hence we define normalized semantic sim-

larities between documents which are used to detect irrelevant

ocuments as outliers with very small similitude to the original

ost, which are removed from the graph representation. Seman-

ic analysis is based on the probabilistic encoding of the docu-

ents on the basis of an accepted vocabulary, which is explained

efore dealing with fuzzy concept modelling and latent dirichlet

nalysis (LDA). 
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Fig. 1. A typical social network forum dialog structure. Circles represent the users 

who posted the documents represent by rectangular boxes. Arrows represent the 

response relation between posts. 
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.1. Identification of key-members 

The identification of the social network core constituted by the

ey-members on the OSN graph representation is carried out ap-

lying a classical algorithm, i.e. the ADA algorithm [11] . The ADA

as formulated to detect authoritative web pages to present the

ore contents of a topic in response to a query of a user. The al-

orithm is based on a method for the localisation of dense bi-

artite communities in the graph structure. Looking for authori-

ative sources, the method finds two mutually reinforcing sets of

odes: authorities and hubs. The nodes in the second set point to

ualitatively better authority nodes, while being unrelated them-

elves. Authorities are large in-degree nodes which are pointed to

y hub nodes. These are the bipartite communities searched for

y the algorithm. The algorithm proceeds by a simple iteration of

eights assignments which can be proven to converge to an equi-

ibrium state. Each node has both an authority and hub weight.

ub weights are updated by the sum of the authority weights

f nodes at the other end of outgoing arcs. Conversely, authority

eights are updated by the sum of the hub weights of nodes at

he other end of incoming arcs. 

.2. Graph representations of the social network 

The graph representation of the social network is built taking

nto consideration members interaction. In general, members ac-

ivity is measured according to their participation on the social

etwork forum. A member participation is detected when he/she

osts a document in the social network. Therefore, graph nodes

ill be the OSN members. Because the overall activity of the OSN

s measured according to members participation, Graph arcs will

epresent interaction between them. How to link the members and

ow to measure their interactions to built up the graph’s network

s our main concern in the following. Fig. 1 gives a schematic rep-

esentation of a dialogs that may take place in the forum service

f an OSN. Each circle is a user posting a document which may be

 response to previous posts. 

Three graph representation of OSN may be built from the dialog

acklog according to the following edge creation strategies: 

1. Creator : When a member create a thread of posted documents,

every reply will be related to him/her. Therefore, the arcs are
only defined between the user generating a reply and the user

responsible for the original post in the thread. This network

representation is the less dense of all the possible graph rep-

resentations. 

2. Last Reply : Every reply of a thread will be considered as a re-

sponse to the last post only. Therefore, the arcs are only defined

between the user generating a reply and the user responsible

for the last post in the thread. This graph representation has a

middle density. 

3. All Previous : Every reply of a thread will be a response to all

posts which are already in a specific thread. Therefore, the arcs

are defined between the all user generating a reply and the

users responsible for the all previous post in the thread. This

graph representation is the densest network. 

Fig. 2 illustrates these three approaches to build the graph rep-

esentations for the user dialog shown in Fig. 1 . The arcs weight

s a counter of how many times a member replies to another one.

e carry out concept and topic based message analysis in order

o detect and analyse the reply of members according to the social

etwork purpose (for all graph representations discussed above),

nd to filter out noisy posts. The following sections deal with the

emantic filtering of the arcs in order to achieve less dense graphs

hich have lower computational requirements to produce compa-

able results in the identification of key-members. We focus on the

etworks built by the ‘creator’ strategy in this paper. 

.2.1. Vocabulary based document encoding 

In the following we denote by V the vocabulary given by a col-

ection of words w ∈ { 1 , . . . , |V|} where a word is defined as the

asic discrete unit of data. A Web Post (aka document) is a se-

uence of S words denoted by w = (w 

1 , . . . , w 

S ) , where w 

s rep-

esents the s th word in the message. Finally, a corpus is defined

y a collection of P documents denoted by C = (w 1 , . . . , w |P| ) . In

atrix notation, the corpus of documents is encoded as TF-IDF
 

[
(m i j ) , i ∈ { 1 , . . . , |V|}; j ∈ { 1 , . . . , |P|} ], where m ij is the weight

f the i th word in the j th document. We define the m ij weights as

 term frequency times inverse document frequency, tf-idf [28] , for-

ally defined by: 

 i j = 

n i j ∑ |V| 
k =1 

n k j 

× log 

( |C| 
n i 

)
, (1) 

here n ij is the frequency of the i th word in the j th document,

nd n i is the number of documents containing word i . The tf-idf

ariable is a weighted representation of the importance of a given

ord in a document belonging to a corpus. The term frequency (TF)

s the weight of the word in the document, while the inverse doc-

ment frequency (IDF) measures whether the word is frequent or

ot in the document. 

.2.2. Fuzzy concept analysis 

Fuzzy concept analysis (FCA) of posted documents is achieved

aking use of linguistic variables [27] . The linguistic variable (LV)

alues are words or sentences in natural language, thus they can

ot be treated by conventional numerical algorithms. Let u be a LV,

o that the set of terms T ( u ) cover its universe of discourse U , e.g.

 (temperature ) = { cold, warm, hot} or T (pr essur e ) = { high, ok, low } .
 document can be represented as a fuzzy relation [ Concepts × WP ],

hich is a matrix where each row is a concept and every column

s a web post. To obtain such matrix we can rewrite this relation

n a more convenient manner as follows: 

[ Concepts × W P ] = [ Concepts × T erms ] � [ T erms × W P ] (2)

ere “Terms” are the words that can be used to define a con-

ept, and “WP” refer to any word inside a document. In Eq. (2) the
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Fig. 2. Three different graph representation that may be created according to different strategies that represent the forum interaction illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this paper we 

consider the CREATOR graph strategy. 
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operators “ × ” and “�” denote the fuzzy relation and fuzzy com-

position, respectively. Let us denote by K the total number of con-

cepts defined for the OSN site. Thus the matrix [ Concepts × WP ] is

made of the the membership function values as shown in Eq. (3) ,

where μC×W P = μ[ C×T ] �[ T ×W P] represents the membership function

of the fuzzy composition in Eq. (2) , and membership values belong

to the interval [0, 1]. 

μC×W P (x, z) = 

⎛ 

⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 

μ1 , 1 μ1 , 2 . . . μ1 , |P| 
μ2 , 1 μ2 , 2 . . . μ2 , |P| 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

μK, 1 μK, 2 . . . μK, |P| 

⎞ 

⎟ ⎟ ⎠ 

. (3)

There are several alternatives to define the fuzzy composition

[19] . One important issue that must be considered is that even if

some words are missing in a document, the degree of expression

of a concept should not suffer alterations. This is achieved by the

following compositional rule [19] : 

μQ◦Z = 

∨ { μQ (x, r) ∧ μZ (r, y ) } . (4)

To understand Eq. (4) , let us assume two fuzzy relations Q ( U, V )

and Z ( V, W ) sharing a common set V . The membership functions

for Q and Z are given by μQ ( x, r ) and μz ( r, y ), respectively, with

x ∈ U, r ∈ V , and y ∈ W . The operator 
∨ 

denotes the limited sum de-

fined by 
∨ 

(x, y ) = min (1 , x + y ) , and ∧ is the algebraic product =
∧ (x, r) = (x · r) . 

In order to apply the above equations, we begin identifying

the relevant concepts that characterize visitors’ alignment to the

purposes of the OSN using experts’ knowledge about the most

relevant concepts to describe visitors’ behaviour in the web site.

Subsequently, with the help of a thesaurus and dictionaries we

extract words defining the relevant concepts i.e. we express ev-

ery concept as a list of words (assuming that a concept is a LV)

looking for synonyms, quasi-synonyms, antonyms, etc. Afterwards,

we need to define the membership values for the fuzzy relations

[ Concepts × Terms ] and [ Terms × WP ]. We computed the relative fre-

quency of words in a web page to represent the membership val-

ues of matrix [ Terms × WP ]. For the definition of [ Concepts × Terms ]

values, we asked the expert to assign a concept representation de-

gree to each word. To carry out this task we followed an indirect

method. The expert compared two terms each time and gave a

value between 0 and 1. For example, a synonym can receive a value

near 1; a quasi-synonym, may receive a value near between 0.65

and 1; an antonym can be set to 0, etc. Finally, we obtained the

fuzzy relation μG × P ( x, z ) applying Eq. (4) . 

3.3. Topic extraction using generative models 

A topic model is a probabilistic model that relates documents

and words through latent variables which encode the main top-

ics inferred from the text itself. In this context, a document is a

mixture of topics, each topic modelled by a probability distribu-

tion which can be used to generate the words in a document. The
opic modelling approach that we will use is the Latent Dirich-

et Allocation (LDA) [2] . LDA assumes a Bayesian approach where

atent document topics are inferred from probability distributions

stimated over the training dataset. In the LDA generative model,

very topic is modelled by a probability distribution over the set

f words represented by the vocabulary ( w ∈ V), and every docu-

ent by a probability distribution over the set of topics ( T ). These

istributions are multinomial Dirichlet distributions. 

Given the smoothing parameters β and α, from a set of

opics T , and a topic mixture θ , LDA aims to estimate the joint

robability distribution generating a document w = (w 

1 , . . . , w 

S )

omposed from a set of words S , given by the following expres-

ion: 

p(θ, z, w | α, β) = p(θ | α) 
S ∏ 

s =1 

p(z s | θ ) p(w 

s | z s , β) , (5)

here p ( z s | θ ) can be represented by the random variable θ i , such

hat topic z s is presented in document i ( z i s = 1 ). By integrating

q. (5) over the random variable θ and summing over topics z ∈ T ,
 close expression of the marginal distribution of documents can

e obtained as follows: 

p(w | α, β) = 

∫ 
p(θ | α) 

( 

S ∏ 

s =1 

∑ 

z s ∈T 
p(z s | θ ) p(w 

s | z s , β) 

) 

dθ . (6)

The final goal of LDA is to build a generative model with the

istributions estimated from a given corpus of documents. There

re several methods developed for inferring these probability dis-

ributions, such as variational expectation-maximization [2] , a vari-

tional discrete approximation of Eq. (6) empirically used by [35] ,

nd a efficiently implementation of Gibbs sampling Markov chain

onte Carlo model [23] . 

.4. FCA and LDA graph filtering 

Previous work [26] proposes a method to evaluate the degree

f accomplishment of community goals. Here we will use this ap-

roach to classify the members’ posts according to OSNs’ goals,

hich are defined by a set of terms composed of keywords or

tatements in natural language. We reduce the density of a graph

epresentation by considering only posts which are relevant to the

urpose of the social network, and conversation threads which are

elated one to each other. Therefore, if a member posed a ques-

ion, we detect all posts that answered this question in the en-

uing thread. Then, we compute the similarity of those answers to

he original question they are replying to. The similarity measure is

he cosine distance between the vector encoding of the documents.

f the similarity is over a certain threshold θ , an interaction will be

onsidered between them, irrelevant responses are dismissed. Af-

erwards, we count all post interactions between member A and

ember B for every thread in the forum. Formally, function ARC

eturns the weight of the interaction between user A and user B :
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Algorithm 2 Creator Network. 

Require: P (Posts) 

Ensure: Network G c = (N , A c ) 

1: Build SWM according to Algorithm 1 

2: Initialize N = {} , A c = {} 
3: for each i ∈ P do 

4: N ← N ∪ i 

5: end for 

6: for each i ∈ P .creator do 

7: for each j ∈ { i.replies } , i 
 = j do 

8: if d m 

(P i , P j ) ≥ θ then 

9: a i, j ← a i, j + 1 

10: A c ← A c ∪ a i, j 

11: end if 

12: end for 

13: end for 
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1 “Plexi” is the nickname given to Marshall amp heads model 1959 that have the 

clear perspex (a.k.a plexiglass) fascia to the control panel with a gold backing sheet 

showing through as opposed to the metal plates of the later models. 
RC ( U A , U B ) = 

T ∑ 

τ=1 

d τ ( P A , P B ) , (7) 

here P A and P B are all the interactions via posted documents be-

ween members A and B , respectively, in a thread τ ∈ { 1 . . . T } , and

 is the last thread of the forum. The distance d τ is defined as fol-

ows: 

 τ ( P A , P B ) = 

| P A | ∑ 

i =1 

| P B | ∑ 

j=1 

d m 

(
P Aτ i , P Bτ j 

)
s.t d m 

(
P Aτ i , P Bτ j 

)
≥ θ

∀ P Aτ i , P Bτ j , (8) 

 m 

(P i , P j ) = 

∑ 

k w ik w jk √ ∑ 

k w 

2 
ik 

∑ 

k w 

2 
jk 

, (9) 

here w τ ik is the score of topic/concept k in the posts of user i

efined by the Semantic Weights Matrix ( SWM ), described in see

lgorithm 1 , on a thread τ . We compute d m 

( P τ i , P τ j ) only if P j is a

lgorithm 1 Computing Semantic Weighted Matrix. 

equire: V (Vocabulary) 

equire: P (Posts) 

equire: k (Number of Topics or Concepts) 

nsure: Semantic Weights Matrix SWM [ |P| , k ] 
1: TF-IDF [ |P | , |V | ] (Eq. 1) 

2: SM [ k V] ← Build SM (semantic matrix) according to Topics (Sec.

3.3) or Concepts (Sec. 3.2.2) 

3: SWM [ |P| , k ] ← TF-IDF × SM T 

eply to P i . After that, we add 1 to the weight of arc a i,j if d m 

( P τ i ,

 τ j ) > θ . Finally, short posts or general messages like “yes”, “good

ye”, “it helped me a lot” must be discarded. Therefore, in the

omputation of ARC (.) function, we do not consider posts whose

elevance is below ρ , where ρ ∈ (0, 0.2]. 

We apply this weighting approach in all three graph represen-

ations, i.e. Creator-oriented, Last Reply-oriented, and All Previous-

riented. Afterwards, we use the ADA algorithm [11] to find the

nfluencers on the each OSN graph representation. We expect that

sing the topic/concept based filtering we can discover different

ets of experts, which are complementary to the ones discovered

y ADA when applied to a network created without this filtering. 

.5. Weighted graph construction 

Algorithm 1 gives the baseline procedure to compute the Se-

antic Weighted Matrix that assigns an score to every post

ccording to all concepts or topics considered for the network

onstruction. First, the algorithm builds up the TF-IDF matrix

ccording to Eq. (1) . Secondly, it computes the semantic matrix

M according to topic or concept based text mining described in

ections 3.3 and 3.2.2 , respectively. Finally, the semantic weighted

atrix SWM is computed as the matrix multiplication between

F-IDF and SM . Algorithm 2 describe the construction of the

raph representation according to the ’Creator’ approach defined

n the previous section, starting from the construction of the SWM .
lso, according to the graph building strategy, the arc weight a i,j is

ncreased when the message distance is greater or equal than the

hreshold d m 

( P i , P j ) ≥ θ . 

. Discovery of key-members on a real OSN 

Computational experiments have been carried out over the data

rom a specific OSN: Plexilandia http://www.plexilandia.cl . We use
nformation obtained from interviews with the OSN administrators

o validate and complement our semantic based analysis of social

etwork activity. 

.1. The case study social network 

Plexilandia is an OSN created by a group of people who have

 common interest in building artefacts for musical effects, am-

lifiers, and audio equipment in a “Do it yourself” style. It was

orn as a social network where to share common experiences in

he construction of plexies 1 . Nowadays, Plexilandia has more than

500 members after more than 9 years of existence. All these years

hey have been shearing and discussing their knowledge about

uilding their own plexies, effects. Besides, there are other related

opics such as luthier, professional audio, buy/sell parts that are

overed by the activity of Plexilandia users. Users do not engage in

onventional social (i.e. Facebook) relations. In the beginning the

dministration task was performed by only one member. Today,

his task is performed by several administrators (in 2013 the OSN

as 5 administrators) due to the increase in the amount of infor-

ation generated weekly. Administration tasks are typically: 

• Classification: it is frequent that social network members

publish their contributions in the wrong forum section. For

example, buy and sell advertisement should be placed in the

“general forum” but newcomers place them in other sections.

Therefore, administrators move them to the right place. 

• Moderation: administrators must ensure that members use the

forums to discuss topics which are related with the social net-

work and language is appropriate (i.e. not offensive). This activ-

ity is carried out less frequently than classification, and requires

less attention, since other active members help to detect these

situations. 

• Participation: although the social network knowledge is dis-

tributed all over its members, some members have greater de-

gree of knowledge or expertise about some topics. Due to di-

verse reasons (being social network founders, experts in an

area, etc.) administrators are significant knowledge generators.

Therefore, they are active participants of most discussions. They

start and stimulate new discussions and create new forums. 

During its nine years of life, this OSN has undergone a sus-

ained growth in members and their contributions. The analysis

f the OSN behaviour by of administrators and experts about the

http://www.plexilandia.cl
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Table 1 

Plexilandia Activity measures. 

Forum 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 TOTAL 

Amplifiers 392 2165 2884 3940 34 4 4 3361 2398 1252 985 20822 

Effects 184 1432 3362 3718 4268 5995 4738 2317 1331 27345 

Luthier 34 388 849 1373 1340 2140 926 699 633 8382 

General 76 403 855 1200 2880 5472 3737 1655 1295 17573 

Pro Audio – – – – – 342 624 396 219 1579 

Synthesizers – – – – – – – 104 92 196 

TOTAL 686 4388 7950 10231 11932 17310 12423 6423 4555 75898 

Fig. 3. Evaluation framework for fuzzy concept based and latent topic analysis methods. 
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2 An important remark is that all data and results of our works are anonimized 

to avoid any privacy concern a social network member might have. 
social network is qualitative, grounded on their experience and

time participating in the OSN. Besides, administrators have some

global quantitative measures such as, for example, the total num-

ber of posts, the connected members, etc. (see Table 1 for a more

exhaustive list). However, they don’t have members browsing be-

haviour information, members publications quality, and how they

contribute to the OSN purpose. 

4.2. Evaluation framework 

We expect the semantic concept and topic analysis to be able

to detect more social network experts than the conventional ap-

proach of building the graph representation. In order to validate

this semantic enriched search for the network key-members, we

use the evaluation framework shown in Fig. 3 . Firstly, we compute

the density of the semantically filtered Creator graph representa-

tions G c plus the contrast conventional graph without filtering. Sec-

ondly, we extract OSN key-members by the ADA algorithm, using

ADA hub ranking criterion, to discover key-members according to

the definition of key-members given above. 
We have Plexilandia’s forum data 2 since September 2006 un-

il June 2014. However, the graph density study is carried out first

nly on whole years data from 2006 up to 2013. Later, we per-

orm the same study for every month of year 2013. In the discov-

ry of key-members, administrators have a hard time remembering

o identify the experts of the social network after some years have

assed, or even harder if you ask about the social network experts

n a specific month. Fortunately, this kind of members is a stable

luster of users. Hence we will be using year 2013 in the evalu-

tion of this work. Plexilandia network administrators provided a

ist of 64 key-members for year 2013 and 2014. We selected two

rom five administrators (the owners) and carried out question-

aires every two months in to identify the key members of the

ommunity on those two months. Often, once a key member is

dentified he or she maintain its expert status, the interesting case

s when a new expert appear or when a member that belong to

he core is passed to the key members group based on the admin-

strators criteria. In the end, we found a total of 64 key members

or 2013 and 2014, which are the ground truth for our evaluation.
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Fig. 4. Social Network graph density reduction with all methods for year 2013. 
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Table 2 

Number of key-members detected for different methods, setup of θ and ρ seman- 

tic filtering parameters, and cut off number of hubs in ADA algorithm set to 50. 

A, A+B, and A+B+C refers to set of ground truth key-member set considered. ADA, 

ADA-FCA, and ADA-LDA denote that the ADA is applied on the unfiltered graph, 

FCA and LDA arc filtered graphs, respectively. Columns correspond to the last five 

months in the year 2013. Bold highlights best results for each ground truth set. 

Type of Expert Method ( θ / ρ) 1 2 3 4 5 

A ADA 18 16 20 18 13 

ADA-FCA (0.8/0.2) 16 12 20 14 13 

ADA ∪ ADA-FCA (0.8/0.2) 22 19 23 18 16 

ADA-LDA (0.4/0.01) 18 13 20 16 15 

ADA ∪ ADA-LDA (0.4/0.01) 21 19 25 19 16 

A + B ADA 26 25 29 27 23 

ADA-FACA (0.8/0.2) 23 20 28 24 21 

ADA ∪ ADA-FCA (0.8/0.2) 32 29 34 30 26 

ADA-LDA (0.4/0.01) 27 22 29 27 22 

ADA ∪ ADA-LDA (0.4/0.01) 31 30 36 31 26 

A + B + C ADA 31 29 33 29 26 

ADA-FCA (0.8/0.2) 27 25 34 26 23 

ADA ∪ ADA-FCA (0.8/0.2) 38 34 40 33 29 

ADA-LDA (0.4/0.01) 29 26 33 29 26 

ADA ∪ ADA-LDA (0.4/0.01) 36 40 41 33 30 

o  

a  

u  
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e  
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n interesting problem is that the OSN administrators were not

ble to rank all influencers as a key member, but they provide us

ith a refined list were they established sub categories of member

mportance as follows: 

• Experts Type A: They are the most important key-members, 34

members have been identified for year 2013 based on adminis-

trators’ criteria. 

• Experts Type B: They are next in importance key-members.

Administrators have identified 21 for the same period. 

• Experts Type C: They are historic key-members, because they

have been involved in the social network since its origins

though they are not very active participating. Administrators

have identified in this class 11 members. 

• Experts Type X: these class is all members of the social net-

work which are not key-members. They don’t belong to the

social network core and usually they ask questions rather than

publish answers or tutorials. 

.3. Concept & topic based arc filtering 

In this section we discuss the graph density reduction achieved

rom semantic arc filtering, either concept or topic based. We have

epicted in Fig. 4 the Creator graph representations of Plexilan-

ia for the whole year 2013, without filtering (traditional), and

fter semantic filtering by fuzzy concept and topic [LDA] arc fil-

ers. The threshold applied for both semantic filtering approaches

s set to θ = 0 . 8 . Visual inspection shows that the semantic filter-

ng achieves a remarkable thinning of the graph topology. In Figs. 5

nd 6 we plot the evolution of the graph density per month in the

ears interval 2006–2013 and the year 2013, respectively. Each line

lot corresponds to an arc filtering approach. From the perusal of

hese figures, it is easy to assess that concept based arc filtering

lways achieves a big density reduction relative to the non filtered

raph. Moreover, the topic based arc filtering offers even greater

ensity reduction. The effect of density reduction is that the com-

utation of the key-members is easier and quicker. In fact, the

DA computational time is reduced proportionally to the number

f arcs. Though we have not make precise quantitative measure-

ents, we found that the cost of semantic filtering does not affect

uch this computational time reduction. In the next section we

how that this simplification does not worsen the quality of key-

ember detection. 

.4. Influencer detection in graphs built by Creator strategy 

The semantic filtering produces a strong reduction of graph

ensity, with a strong reduction of the computational effort re-

uired for the extraction of key-members. In this section we

xamine how this computational simplification affects the quality
f key-member extraction for the specific case of the graphs built

pplying the Creator strategy. We apply the ADA algorithm to the

nfiltered graph (ADA), and to the graphs after the concept (ADA-

CA) and topic based (ADA-LDA) arc filtering, and we compare the

iscovered key-members with those provided by the OSN admin-

strators, the ground truth for validation. We have not considered

equentially applying LDA after FCA or viceversa Table 2 gives the

umber of ground truth key-members discovered by each method,

or 5 repetitions of the algorithm, using a fixed number of cut-off

ubs 50 in the ADA algorithm. Because each approach discovers a

ifferent subset of the ground truth key-members, it is possible to

mprove the key-member accuracy by merging results from them.

n Table 2 the entries ADA ∪ ADA-FCA and ∪ ADA-LDA denote

he union of key-members discovered by the ADA algorithm over

nfiltered and filtered graphs, which provide the best results for

ach set of key-members considered. We have illustrated this fact

y Fig. 7 , were we consider the ADA ranking over the unfiltered

raph and the topics (LDA) filtered graph, setting the cut-off num-

er of hubs to 10, 20, 30 and 40, looking for the discovery of A,

 + B and A + B + C ground truth key-members, for the last five

onths of the year 2013. The middle part of each column (purple)

s the intersection discovered by both methods. It can be appreci-

ted that there is a core of key-members that is discovered by both

pproaches, but there are non-negligible subsets whose discovery

s method dependent. The key-member ground truth was provided

y the CSN administrators from a general consideration of the
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Fig. 5. Network density from years 2006 to 2014, we plot the densities of fuzzy concept (CB, red) arc filtering, latent topic (LDA, blue) arc filtering, and the non filtered 

graph (green). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Network density for year 2013, we plot the densities of fuzzy concept (CB, red) arc filtering, latent topic (LDA, blue) arc filtering, and the non filtered graph (green). 

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Key-members detection precision, recall and F-score performance for 

Type A ground truth key-members of ADA applied to the unfiltered 

(ADA) and LDA arc filtered (ADA-LDA) graph. Columns correspond to 

the last five months in the year 2013. 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 

Precision ADA 0.45 0.40 0.50 0.45 0.33 

Precision ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.41 0.35 0.48 0.38 0.31 

Recall ADA 0.43 0.38 0.48 0.43 0.31 

Recall ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.50 0.45 0.60 0.45 0.38 

F-score ADA 0.44 0.39 0.49 0.44 0.32 

F-score ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.45 0.39 0.53 0.41 0.34 

c  

l

activity of the CSN during its life. The short time analysis carried

out by the ADA on specific periods may reveal who was active in

this period, so that we may consider the intersection as the core of

the CSN key-members upon all methods agree, while other detec-

tions may correspond to lower activity key-members which may

or may not be detected. Hence, fluctuations in key-member activ-

ity are detected by the detailed graph analysis which are not easy

to validate through administrator experience. 

We compute Precision, Recall and F-score for the key-members

detected by ADA algorithm compared with the administrators

ground truth. Tables 3 –5 give these performance indicators for the

three ground truth sets, respectively, specifically for the unfiltered

and the LDA filtered graphs, with θ = 0 . 4 and ρ = 0 . 01 . Precision

is greater on the unfiltered graph, but recall and F-score are higher

for the combination of results, which is an improved detection of

the key-members. It is also much more difficult to detect only the

ore key-members (type A) which suggests that their activity is

ess constant in time than assumed by the system administrators. 
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Fig. 7. Intersection of ground truth key-member discovered by ADA on the unfiltered and LDA filtered graphs, cut-off number of hubs set to 10, 20, 30, 40 members, for A, 

A+B, and A+B+C ground truth sets. Columns in the plots correspond to the months from August to December in the year 2013. 

Table 4 

Key-members detection precision, recall and F-score performance for 

Type A + B ground truth key-members of ADA applied to the unfiltered 

(ADA) and LDA arc filtered (ADA-LDA) graph. Columns correspond to 

the last five months in the year 2013. 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 

Precision ADA 0.65 0.63 0.73 0.68 0.58 

Precision ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.61 0.55 0.69 0.62 0.50 

Recall ADA 0.47 0.45 0.53 0.49 0.42 

Recall ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.56 0.55 0.65 0.56 0.47 

F-score ADA 0.55 0.53 0.61 0.57 0.48 

F ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.58 0.55 0.67 0.59 0.49 

5
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Table 5 

Key-members detection precision, recall and F-score performance for 

Type A + B + C ground truth key-members of ADA applied to the unfil- 

tered (ADA) and LDA arc filtered (ADA-LDA) graph. Columns correspond 

to the last five months in the year 2013. 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 

Precision ADA 0.78 0.73 0.83 0.73 0.65 

Precision ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.71 0.65 0.79 0.66 0.58 

Recall ADA 0.48 0.45 0.51 0.45 0.40 

Recall ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.55 0.55 0.63 0.51 0.46 

F-score ADA 0.59 0.55 0.63 0.55 0.50 

F-score ADA ∪ ADA-LDA 0.62 0.60 0.70 0.57 0.51 

a  

t  

d  

p  

p  

d  

e  

a  

d  
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h  

t  

l  
. Conclusion 

As web services are evolving into social networks social analy-

is tools are becoming part of the toolbox of system administrators.

hen considering online social networks supporting a community

f practice, with a narrow common interest, one of the most im-

ortant tasks in order to assess the healthy status of the network

s the identification of the members that contribute with ideas and

rojects, i.e. the key-members, influencer or experts. In this pa-

er, we aim to complement the influencer identification algorithms

ith a semantic filtering of the graph representation arcs, expect-

ng that such a simplification would reduce the computational cost

f influencer detection without degradation of the quality of the

etection. We proposed two kinds of simplification, one based on

uzzy concept modelling and the other on topics discovered by LDA
pproach. The later produced a greater simplification. Both seman-

ic graph simplification approaches did not degrade the influencer

etection, when compared with static identification ground truth

rovided by the system administrators in a specific community of

ractice online social network. The semantic simplification lead to

iscover complementary members, enhancing the baseline discov-

ry over the unfiltered graph. Regarding scalability, the proposed

pproach improves the scalability of the underlying key-member

etection algorithm, whose complexity is directly proportional to

he number of nodes and arcs, because it requires to update and

evisit all the node weights. Semantic analysis on the other hand

as strong computational requirements. Some specific implemen-

ations, such as variational inference for LDA, allow to work with

arge datasets, but to scale the approach to the size magnitudes
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of current social networks, efficient distributed implementations

would be required in order to speed-up the algorithms 

5.1. Future work 

A higher order semantic analysis, via the automatic ontology

creation from the posted documents, would be desirable. These on-

tologies would allow to define more precise semantic distances, as

distances between concepts in the structure of the ontology, with

would allow finer analysis of the relations between users, and the

strict relevance of the interactions to the purpose of the social

networks. The ADA authority ranking may be complemented with

other SNA metrics such as influence spread, centrality, and others.

In the long term, our works would derive in administration tools

that may allow a real time visualisation of the social network sta-

tus, in order to take appropriate policies to ensure its healthy ac-

tivity. The application of the approach to conventional online so-

cial networks, i.e. those that do not have a well defined content

orientation, requires an extension of the topic modelling from text

based analysis to multimedia contents in order to apply seman-

tic filtering. Such extension is currently underway in the research

community with the application of deep learning approaches able

to extract semantic meaning from image and sound data. 
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